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Abstract. Generic operator equations allowing multidimensional operators 
are solved by a decomposition method allowing solution of nonlinear and/or 
stochastic partial differential equations by accurate and convenient 
for complicated ordinary or partial 
similarly determinable. 
approximation. Green's functions 
differential linear equations are 
v 
Nonlinear; stochastic; 
partia differential equation. 
INTRODUCTION 
multidimensional; operator equation; 
Modeling any real problem involves approxi- 
mation. When we model a phenomena, we must 
make compromises. We attempt to retain 
essential factors while keeping within 
bounds of mathematical tractability. All 
real problems are nonlinear, often strongly 
nonlinear. Mathematical analysis then 
linearizes such problems. The resulting 
solution is then the solution of the mathe- 
matically simplified problem, not the 
actual problem. In some cases exact lineari- 
zation is possible in which, by appropriate 
transformations, the equations become linear 
and solvable. However, this is only 
occasionally possible so ordinarily ad hoc 
methods and perturbative methods become 
necessary. A further complication is that 
many real problems involve stochastic 
parameters. Methods of dealing with random- 
ness also leave much to be desired. They do 
not handle strong fluctuations. They limit 
randomness in magnitude and nature. The 
literature abounds with unrealistic approxi- 
mations and assumptions such as white noise, 
monochromatic approximation, closure approxi- 
mations, etc. 
These limitations and restrictions are for 
mathematical tractability. If we can solve 
models more accurately representing, 
phenomena - more realistically accounting 
for nonlinear and/or stochastic parameters, 
delayed effects, coupled or random boundary 
conditions - if we can solve the equations 
whether they are algebraic or transcendental, 
differential, coupled differential equations, 
or partial differential equations - i.e., if 
we are less constrained by the requirement 
of tractability, then modeling can be more 
realistic and our resulting solutions much 
more accurate and in correspondence with 
actual physical results. 
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A very wide range of problems such as the 
above can indeed be solved by an approxima- 
tion method called the decomposition method 
(Adomian 1983). In view of the modeling 
approximations and simplifications discussed 
above, such "approximate" solutions solving 
nonlinear random equations without first 
mathematically changing the problem, may 
well be more exact than so-called exact 
methods. 
Our approach is an operator-theoretic 
approach in which general dynamical systems 
will be viewed as being nonlinear and 
stochastic and described by (nonlinear 
stochastic) differential equations, systems 
of equations, or partial differential 
equations. Deterministic nonlinear 
equations can be considered as a special 
case where stochasticity vanishes (just as 
linear is a trivial special case of non- 
linear.) 
Let use consider then the operator equation 
Fu = g 
where F represents a differential 
operator which may be ordinary or partial, 
linear or nonlinear, deterministic or 
stochastic. We suppose F has linear and 
nonlinear parts, i.e., FU = Lu + Nu where 
L is a linear (stochastic) operator and N 
is a nonlinear (stochastic) operator - the 
script letter indicates stochasticity. We 
may, of course, have a nonlinear term which 
depends upon derivatives of u as well as 
u but we defer this question. 
Since L may have deterministic and 
stochastic components, let L = L + R where 
conveniently L = CL> and R = L - L. This 
is not a limitation on the method but a 
convenience in explanation. It is necessary 
that L be invertible. If the above choice 
makes this difficult, we choose a simpler L 
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and let R incorporate the remainder. Let 
NU = Nu + Mu where Nu indicates a 
deterministic part and MU indicates a 
stochastic nonlinear term. 
F may involve derivatives with respect to 
x,y,z,t or mixed derivatives. To avoid 
difficulties in notation which tend to 
obscure rather than clarify, we will assume 
the same probability space for each process 
and let Lu = Lx + Ly + Lz + Lt where the 
operators indicate quantities like #/ax*, 
alay, etc., but, for now, no mixed deriva- 
tives. Similarly, R is written as 
Rx + "Y 'Rz +Rt' 
Mixed derivatives and 
product nonlinearities such as 2 13 u u , uu”, 
f(U,U',...,U (m)) can also be handled as 
shown elsewhere [1,2]. 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL EQUATION 
A multidimensional equation can be con- 
sidered, e.g., in the form 
[Lx + Ly + Lz + Lt]U + NU 
(1) 
= g(x,y,z,t) 
where N(u) indicates any nonlinear term 
possibly involving derivatives of u, 
products, etc. Since L = L + R, we have 
tLX 
t 
We emphasize 
well as the 
+ Ly + L, + Lt)U 
(2) 
(Rx + Ry + RZ + Rt)u + NU = g 
that RX, R , R,, and Rt, as 
Y 
g, are not necessarily random. 
They may, or, they may simply be a part of 
an entirely deterministic operator and be 
chosen only to make the remaining part 
easily invertible. We solve for LXu, Lyu, 
L,u, Lp, in turn and then assuming 
inverses L 
-1 
x' y' z'Lt 
L-l L-l -' exist 
L;'LxU = L;'[g - Lyu - L,u - LtU] 
- L;' [Rx + Ry + R, + Rt]U - L;‘NU 
L;'Lyu = L;'[g - Lxu - Lzu - LtU] 
- L;' [Rx + Ry + RZ + Rt]u - L;'" 
L;'Lzu = L;'[g - L,u - Lyu - Lpi 
- L;' [Rx + Ry + R, + Rt]u - L;'Nu 
Li'Ltu = L;'[g - Lxu - Lyu - L,u] 
- L;‘[Rx +Ry+RZ +Rt]U - L;'N" 
(3) 
a linear combination of these solutions is 
necessary. Therefore, adding and dividing 
by four, we write 
u=uo- (l/4){ cL;'Ly + Li'L,) 
+ (L;'Lz + L;'Lx) + (L;'Lt + L;'Lx) 
+ (L;ILz + L;'Ly) + (L;'Ly + Ly'Lt) 
+ (L;'Lt + L_'L ) ‘t 
t zi 
u (4) 
- (1/4)[L;'t L;'t L;'t Li'] 
* [Rx + Ry + R, + Rt]u 
- (1/4)[L;'+ L;'+ L;'+ L;']Nu 
where the term u 0 
includes 
(1/4)[L;'t L ;'t L;'+ Li']g 
as well as terms arising from the initial 
conditions which depend on the number of 
integrations involved in the inverse 
operators. Thus L;'Lxu = u(x,y.z,t) - 0, 
where Lx@, = 0. Thus, L;'Lxu 
= u(x,y.z,t) - u(O,y,z,t) if Lx involves 
a single differentiation. L;'LxU 
q u(x,y,z,t) - u(o,y,z,t) - xau(o,y,z,t)lax 
for a second order operator, etc. Similarly 
L;lLzu = u - 0 
Y 
where 0 
Y 
= u(x,O,z,t) for 
a single differentiation in L 
Y 
, etc. Thus, 
we have the partial homogeneous solutions 
Ox, 0 , o,, Ot analogous to the one- 
dimenzional problems considered in earlier 
work where we wrote Li'Ltu(t) 
= J i(au/at)dt = u(t) - u(0) when 
Lt = d/dt. Thus 
UD = (l/4)[Ox + Oy + 0, + Ot) 
(5) 
+ (1/4)[L;'t L;'+ L;'t L;'lg 
We now write Nu, the nonlinear term, as 
Nu = 1 A, where the A, are the author's 
previously defined [l] polynomials which 
have been calculated quite generally for 
large classes of nonlinearities. We assume 
our usual decomposition of II into 
Y u,, or equivalently, of F-'g into 
n=O 
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T 
n=O 
~,'g to determine the individual 
components. 
u. = (1/4)[0, + oy + 0, + Otl 
+ (1/4)[L;'+ L;'+ L;'+ L;'lg 
(7) 
u = 
n -(1/4){( 
L;'Ly + L;'Lx) 
+ (L;'Lz + L;'Lx) + (L;'Lt + L;'Lx) 
+ (L;'Lz + L;'Ly) + (L,'Ly + L;'Lt) 
+ L;'Lt + L;'Lz)",_, 
- (1/4)[L;'t L;'t L;'t Li'l 
. [Rx •t Ry + RZ + Rtlun_, 
- (1/4)[+ L;‘+ L;'+ L;']An_,. 
For simplicity in writing, define 
$1, L-1, L;'t L;' 
5 L-l 
4 
and 
(1/4)c(L;'Ly + L;'Lx) 
+ (L;'La + L;'Lx) 
t (L;'Lt + L;'Lx) + (L$, + Lilly) 
t (Li'Ly + L;'Lt) + (L;'Lt •t L;‘LJI 
and RX ’ “Y ’ RZ ’ Rt = R (then for 
4 
m = 4) 
u=u 
0 
- Gu - L-',%I - L-'Nu. 
In a one-dimensional case, Gu vanishes and 
the l/4 (or l/m factor in the case of 
m-dimensional equations) is, of course, 
equal to one and we have 
u=u 
0 
- L-'R" - L-'Nu 
which is precisely the basis of earlier 
solutions of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations. 
PARAMETRIZATION AND THE A, 
POLYNOMIALS 
The decomposition can be conveniently 
parametrized as: 
u = 1 x%;‘g = 1 A”“, 
n n 
This has been convenient in determining 
the components of u and also in finding 
the A, polynomials originally. (We will 
later set X = 1 so u = 1 1"). The X 
n 
is not a perturbation parameter. It is 
simply an identifier helping us to collect 
terms in a way which will result in each 
ui depending only on u~_,,u~_~,...,u~. 
Now N(U) is a nonlinear function and 
u = "(A). We assume N(u) is analytic 
and write it as 1 A,X" if N(U) = Nu, 
i.e., if N is deterministic. (If the 
nonlinear stochastic term Mu appears, we 
simply carry that along or a second 
"stochastically analytic" expansion 1 B,h"). 
Now (9) becomes 
I: h%;‘g = u. - (l/m)j=lt, :j: 
n 
* CL;; Lx. + L;‘. LXil 1 hnF,lg (11) 
J J n 
- hL 
-1 
R 1 A%;'g - XL -' 
n 
; h"A,. 
Equating powers of h 
F& = u. 
F;'g = -(l/m) y 
m-l 
j=it, J,[L;! Lx? 41 $1 1 J J 
- (Fg’g) - L-‘R(F& ) - L-'A0 
(12) 
F;‘g = -(l/m) F j=it, 7; CL;; Lx.+ L-l L J ‘j ‘i ] 
* [F;l,g) - L-'R(F,;,g) - L-'An_,. 
Hence all terms are calculable. If there is 
both a deterministic and a stochastic term 
which is nonlinear, i.e., NU = Nu + MU we 
have also - LWIBn_, calculated the same 
way but involving randomness. If randomness 
is involved anywhere in any part of the 
equation, we will then calculate the 
statistical measures - the expectation and 
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covariance of the solution process. 
Thus each ?',I, g depends on ",'g 
and ultimately on "0'9. Hence, F 
-1 .- 
the 
stochastic nonlinear inverse has been 
determined. The quantities An and B, 
have been calculated for general classes of 
nonlinearities [l], and explicit formulas 
have been developed. Their calculation is 
as simple as writing down a set of Hermite 
or Legendre polynomials. They depend, of 
course, on the particular nonlinearity. 
study of such operators and relevant 
analysis. A large number of specific 
examples of all types have been solved by 
this method with accurate results. Green's 
functions are also determinable by the same 
procedure. Preliminary theory is discussed 
in reference Cl] and further work on 
partial differential equations and Green's 
functions is discussed in reference [2]. 
A number of applications in physics and 
engineering are dealt with in reference [33 
and forthcoming publications. 
If stochastic quantities are involved, the 
above series then involves processes and 
can be averaged for <u> or multiplied and 
averaged to form the correlation 
<u(t,)6(t2)> = Ru(t,,t2) as discussed in 
the author's previous works. Thus, the 
solution statistics (or statistical 
measures) are obtained when aoorooriate 
statistical knowledge of the random 
quantities is available. 
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Summarizinq, we have decomposed the solution 
process for the output of a physical system 
into additive components - the first being 
the solution of a simolified linear determi- 
nistic system which takes account of initial 
conditions. Each of the other components is 
then found in terms of a preceding component 
and thus ultimately in terms of the first. 
Physics and Engineering. 
The usual statistical separability problems 
requiring closure approximations are 
eliminated with the reasonable assumption of 
statistical independence of the system input 
and the system itself! Quasimonochroma- 
ticity assumptions are unnecessary and 
processes can be assumed to be general 
physical processes rather than white noise. 
White noise is not a physical process. 
Physical inputs are neither unbounded nor do 
they have zero correlation times. In any 
event, the results can be obtained as a 
special case. If fluctuations are small, 
the results of perturbation theory are 
exactly obtained [l] but again this is a 
special case, as are the diagrammatic 
methods of physicists. 
Just as spectral spreading terms are lost 
by a quasimonochromatic approximation, when 
a random or scattering medium is involved, 
or terms are lost in the use of closure 
approximations, Boussinesq approximations, 
replacement of stochastic quantities by 
their expectations, significant terms may 
be lost by the usual linearizations, unless 
of course, the behavior is actually close to 
linear. 
Qne hopes, therefore, that physically more 
realistic and accurate results and predic- 
tions will'be obtained in many physical 
problems by this method of solution, as well 
as interesting new mathematics from the 
